POWERING YOUR
ENERGY POTENTIAL

Local authorities have the potential to deliver on a range
of energy projects:
	Energy

consumption – e.g. by reducing spend on energy
supplied to council-owned buildings

So whether your council’s objectives include integrating energy
considerations into a range of council projects we can help you
deliver against your policy objectives:

	Energy

supply – e.g. by becoming a fully licensed or
white label energy supplier to residents and businesses

ENERGY
SUPPLY

	Energy

generation – e.g. using council owned assets
(land and buildings) to generate local power from natural
sources and generate income

Supply
models

There is increasing recognition by local authorities of the integrated
nature of energy policy objectives. However, at present, significant
opportunities to achieve corporate goals are being missed.
Energy needs to be linked to the council’s overall priorities for
the true potential to be understood and the benefits realised.
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These synergies include links between housing and regeneration,
and clean energy supply and affordability. Potential interaction
between the use of local authority buildings and landholdings
to generate renewable energy and the need for energy saving
programmes to reduce operational expenditure, are also
often missed.
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Many local authorities are wasting tens of thousands on external
consultants to progress specific projects, often because they see
other authorities doing them – but these may not be the best
projects on which those authorities should focus. Based on your
corporate priorities we can help you identify the right energy
project to deliver against this.

For help and advice, please contact

Rachel Toresen-Owuor
rachel.toresen-owuor@local.gov.uk
07825 963 218

Robert McKinnon
robert.mckinnon@local.gov.uk
07920 702 297

Local Partnerships is a joint venture between the LGA,
HM Treasury and Welsh Government. We provide an
interface between central government and local delivery.
We provide trusted, professional support and advice across
multiple disciplines including housing and regeneration,
waste, infrastructure, mergers and shared services, integrating
health and social care, and more. We help councils achieve
and maintain financial resilience.
We bring public and private sector experience that provides
confidence, additional capacity and commercial capability.
Our team of experts works solely for the benefit of the public
sector, helping councils and combined authorities overcome
challenges and improve their chances of success.
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